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JUNGLE FEVER by Nick Davis Making your own terrain is a greatly rewarding part of wargaming. With his Lizardman army growing apace, Nick decided to make a few pieces of terrain for it to fight over. This is Nick’s story… TIME ON MY HANDS One lunchtime at the end of summer last year, I was sitting at my desk aimlessly discussing the previous night’s episode of The X Files, when I said to myself, “I’m wasting my time here. I have a whole hour on my hands with nothing to do but twiddle my thumbs or fight the occasional battle.” I had just Nick Davis finished painting my Lizardman army and was re-reading the “Raising the Army of Rezephua” section in the back of the army book. This is about building scenery in connection with your army growth. I thought it would be a really good idea to make little set pieces of terrain to go with my Lizardmen. Over the next few pages you will see the collection of mad ideas, bizarre construction techniques and the inspiration that went into this scenery. Don’t worry, none of the materials I have used cost the earth, in fact it is all made from little more than PVA, superglue and easy-to-find materials.



WARNING! Once you've started it is extremely hard to stop and you will find yourself knee deep in PVA glue, corrugated cardboard and bits of strangely shaped polystyrene. So read on at your own peril…



Rocks and rubble.



I hope this inspires you to try your hand at building scenery and maybe even constructing a battlefield for yourself.



A ruined temple.



A hill covered with undergrowth, rocks and paving stones.



JUNGLE FEVER
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THE SPAWNING POND (Or the Skink Olympic swimming pool)



After reading Raising the Army of Rezephua in the Lizardman army book, I was inspired to build a spawning pond. I decided this piece should be full of jungle clichés from old Tarzan movies. The spawning pond would be slightly overgrown and shaded by large tropical trees, and have huge lily pads and reeds in it. The question was: how exactly was I going to do this? The pond was easy to construct. Using corrugated cardboard I made a basic rectangle which I glued onto a polystyrene roof tile using PVA. Then using thin cardboard (the kind cereal packets are made of) I marked out a grid of 2x2cm squares which I then cut into a series of paving slabs to go around the pond, some of which were cut at angles to give a broken effect. These were then stuck onto the base, arranged around the spawning pond.



I wanted to put rocks around the pond. The studio model makers use polystyrene to make rocks and I had a go at doing the same thing, but after a couple of attempts I just couldn’t make my rocks look like, well, rock. I went for an easier option. Stepping outside the Studio I looked around my feet and within five minutes had found several perfectly shaped stones which I glued on with PVA (all-purpose filler from a DIY store will do just as well). The pond’s base was spread with PVA, then using a smaller paintbrush I painted in between the gaps of the paving slabs for a more overgrown effect. I covered the base with sand and PVA twice to protect it from spray paint (spray paint makes polystyrene dissolve) and the various knocks it would receive in its gaming life. The spawning pond was then sprayed black and left to dry. The base was painted Goblin Green with areas painted a mix of brown for a muddier effect. The paving slabs, stones and the pond walls were painted grey and highlighted white. If I had painted the inside of the pond blue, I could have finished the model there. However after a brief pause I continued… I wanted to make long grass. A friend of mine had shown me how to do this over two years ago (Cheers, Steve!), using an old yard brush. I pulled out clumps of bristles and sprayed the clumps Dark Angels Green. These were then cut down to size to make



Long grass made from the bristles of an old yard brush



HOW I MADE MY TROPICAL TREES



1



3



I used garden wire to make the basic shape of the tree. Twist five equally cut pieces of the wire together (about 10-15cm per length of wire). Then glue the wire together using superglue and leave to dry.



Mix together some sand and PVA, then add a little water to the mix. Paint this texture onto the trunk of the tree. For added texture I glued coarse turf, a spongy substance available from model railway shops, to the top of the tree. When the texture is dry, paint or spray the tree black. (Quick tip: if you glue coarse turf to the top of the tree, wash over the turf with watered down PVA. The PVA will dry, leaving the turf stiff and easier to paint.)



2



4



Using a modelling knife or even a pair of wire cutters, strip the plastic off the wire at the top of the tree – be very careful! Knives can cut skin as well as plastic. Cut some masking tape into strips and then wrap the strips around the trunk. You may want to wrap the tape around twice, but it looks better if you only wrap it once around the roots. The tree is now ready to paint. I started with a base coat of Snakebite Leather, roughly painted over the top with Bubonic Brown and followed with a Chestnut Ink wash. The top of the tree is painted with Dark Angels Green, then with Goblin Green and finally with Sunburst Yellow. The tropical tree is now ready to be based. Cut a base from card and texture it as described with the spawning pond.
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It was time to make the trees – now I had never made trees before and I had no idea how to start. So grabbing a copy of How to Make Wargames Terrain (top book – if you’re making terrain, go get it!), I read up on how to make tropical trees. I used garden wire as it is easy to bend, plus you get about 50m for the price of a couple of pots of paint. I used masking tape to wrap around the tree, as it is less messy than crepe bandage dipped in a polyfilla mix. See the guide below. With the trees finished and glued into position, all I had to do was make some giant lily pads and put some water into the pond itself. I made the lily pads Lily pads made from from beer bottle tops filled with beer bottle tops. modelling clay. The water is a thick layer of PVA. When dry (the PVA took a full 36 hours to dry!) I painted it Deadly Nightshade and then washed over the colour with Ork Flesh wash. I used enamel gloss varnish to give the water and lily pads a wet look and it was finished! I had completed my first terrain piece in just five lunchtimes!



WHAT NOW? I discovered several techniques building the pond and I learned a lot from the experience. I now felt confident enough to start building more scenery. I stopped and considered what I should build next. Would it be a great pyramid temple, or Skink barrios? What I needed was a plan.



THE THEME Theming your battlefield terrain to your army’s realm is a really good idea and it brings a whole new dimension to your games. I had a long conversation with Games Workshop Design Manager Alan Merrett about this. The idea goes a little like this – if Alan fought a game at my house he would be playing in the realms of Lustria against my Lizardmen. The table would be set up to represent this with loads of jungle terrain. If I played a game at Alan’s (he fights with Dwarfs), it would be set up to represent the Dwarf realms with lots of hills and pine woodland. At a neutral location, say at work, the battlefield would have jungle and mountain terrain to represent the border between the two realms.



THE PLAN I’ve already started down the road of building pieces of themed terrain for my battlefield. I just needed a plan to work to and Alan had pointed me in the direction of the Terrain Generator table in the Warhammer Battle Book. I had found my plan! I would make a piece of terrain for each entry on the Terrain table, themed around my Lizardman army. With the spawning pond, I had already made the very difficult ground/deep river or lake entry, so I had only nine left to do!



THE NEXT PIECE - JUNGLE After making the spawning pond I had loads of garden wire left over. As I had already made a few tropical trees, choosing the next type of terrain to make was be easy. The terrain table entry Woods became my next target.
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To make the leaves draw a series of rough ovals onto paper about the same length as the branches and cut these out. If you want, cut a series of diagonal lines into the leaves (be careful not to cut the leaf in half!). The leaves can be sprayed or painted Dark Angels Green and then highlighted with Sunburst Yellow. The leaves are glued onto the tree branches using PVA or if you are careful you can use Superglue (Superglue is much better!). Voila! you have finished a tropical tree It is now ready for your games of Warhammer in Lustria or Warhammer 40,000 on a dark jungle world. (Quick tip: when attaching the leaves to the branches, straighten out the branches first; it makes gluing them on much easier)



This is a variation of the tropical tree that I nicknamed the Ugly Tree. It is built in a similar way as the tropical tree, just substitute the leaves for old brush bristles and wrap wire around them when you make your wire frame.



JUNGLE FEVER



the grass. This was pushed into any large gaps around the rocks and the pond. The cut offs from the bristles were glued into the pond to make reeds.
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terrain table entry Woods became my next target. The woods, or in this case the jungle, are going to be based individually instead of a group on one base. I have found that this allows regiments free movement through the woods, a s you can remove t h e trees and replace them as the models move past. The important thing to remember is the boundary marked by the trees’ bases is the edge of the wood. I built about a dozen trees. Not all were the typical tropical tree, but all used the same techniques. The other two types I made are what I’ve nicknamed the Ugly Tree and one that got called the Coat Hanger (see left). Alan kindly donated three pieces of Jungle he had made and with this I discovered a technique of making a tree out of plastic drinking cups (thanks Alan). You can see how I made these trees on the right and if you can find



MAKING A TROPICAL TREE OUT OF A PLASTIC CUP



1



Using scissors, cut the rim off the top of the cup and then cut down past the raised pattern. Using the pattern as a guide, cut round the cup. When finished you should have the top pattern separate from the bottom of the cup. If you turn the bottom of the cup upside down it could make a great pillbox.
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Again using scissors, cut down each groove in the pattern to make what look a bit like the teeth of a comb. Then use a modelling knife to point the ends of each ‘tooth’ along the strip. These will form the tree’s leaves.
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Now comes the tricky part. Twist the strip together at an angle so the strip goes up in a spiral (you will find it easier if you superglue the bottom together first). Then wrap a small strip of masking tape around the bottom for added strength.
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Skink scouts race through the jungle of garden wire, masking tape and plastic cups!



Now bend out the ‘teeth’ to form the leaves – start at the bottom and work your way up. You may need to glue the twists into position as you go. I then sprayed the top part of the tree Dark Angels Green and painted the bottom black. The tree was then painted in the same way as the tropical tree.
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JUNGLE FEVER



The barrio is constructed out of corrugated cardboard and DAS modelling clay. door were supplied to me by Alan Merrett (I’d like to point out that Nick and Alan are just good friends! – Paul Sawyer). The barrio was sprayed black and painted with Snakebite Leather, then Bubonic Brown and a light brush of Bleached Bone. I painted the glyphs brick red (mix red and brown together). I then glued the model to a base of thick cardboard which I modelled up in the same way as the spawning pond base. After finishing the basic barrio I was flushed with confidence, so I had a go at a two-story barrio complete with wooden ledge and ladder. This led on to a thatched storehouse which was



a suitable cup have a go; it’s very simple to do.



WHAT’S NEXT? The jungle was finished, now what? Should I build some hills, river sections or even difficult ground? I returned to the Raising the Army of Rezephua and after building their spawning pond, the Skinks built barrios – this would be my next project! I used the John Blanche barrio picture (shown above) and the Illustrated Children’s Guide to the Aztecs for reference and based my construction on the pictures. The building was constructed the same way as the Ork building in the How to Make Wargames Terrain book. Instead of filler to cover the gaps in the edges I used DAS modelling clay. This gave me very rough edges and the barrio looked like it was constructed out of mud bricks. The glyphs around the



built in the same way. The roof was a made out of thin cardboard covered with old yard brush bristles to make the thatching.



FENCING The village was nearly complete. I had three buildings; all that was needed were a few sections of fence or wall. What would Lizardmen use as walls or fencing? I had no idea, so it was back to the Illustrated Children’s Guide to Aztecs. According to my book, to make fences Aztec farmers used to stick long poles in the ground… was that it? After building the barrios, the trees and the spawning pond this was going to be simple. I cut some cocktail sticks in half, glued them with PVA to a 3'' base, sprayed it black and painted it Vermin Fur and Goblin Green. This was a really simple piece of terrain and it looked great!



WHAT NEXT? Skinks valiantly defend their corrugated cardboard barrios.



I’ve made a few more pieces of terrain and planNick evenDavis more so watch out for my next
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